
PRODUCT SIZES (MM)
A B C D E F

WEIGHT
(KG)

MAXIMUM
LOAD (KG)

2 STAGES

MOVIA 180R2GD
760 950 989 1110 320 1800 43 350

MOVIA 180R2GS

MOVIA200R2GD
760 950 1089 1110 320 2000 46 350

MOVIA 200R2GS

MOVIA 220R2GD
760 950 1189 1110 320 2200 48 350

MOVIA 220R2GS

MOVIA 240R2GD
760 950 1289 1110 320 2400 50 350

MOVIA 240R2GS

MOVIA 260R2GD
760 950 1389 1110 320 2600 52 350

MOVIA 260R2GS

3 STAGES

MOVIA 270R3GD
760 950 1019 1110 320 2700 54 350

MOVIA 270R3GS

A Useful passage width
BMax overall dimensions
C Height closed
DMax. base width
E Thickness
F Length
R No. of stages
G Swivel device
R Right rotation
S Left rotation

Vehicle ramps17

The revolving MOVIA ramp is a transport device that facilitates
access to the vehicle for the disabled and can also be used for
loading / unloading other vehicles and equipment such as trolleys
for catering services, hospitals, audio services / lights, vending
machines.

The revolving MOVIA ramp, thanks to a rotation axis,
once used, can be rotated on the right or left side of
the vehicle giving free access to the load compartment.
Both in theoperating position and in the lateral position the ramp is
blocked by a special lever.

With the wide range of sizes available, the Movia Ramp can be
installed on most vehicles.

ADVANCEDTECHNOLOGY
The rotating MOVIA ramps are made entirely of aluminum sheet
without welding. Our production system allows the creation of
lightweight devices with minimum space requirements.

The distinctive and exclusive element of the MOVIA ramps is the
punching of the contact surface that generates an exceptional grip
(grip) against water, snow and mud.

The revolving MOVIA ramp is equipped with two gas pistons and
two convenient handles to facilitate the opening and closing of the
ramp.On request, it is possible to have the lights that indicate the
overall dimensions activated by your fitters, useful in the evening
or at night.

REVOLVING MOVIA RAMP
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